Bob_AGM:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::station keeping around planet::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
:: Assembling Medical teams for transport ::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::emerges from turbo lift and goes to ENG station::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::checking aft sensor array::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Any orders Ma'am?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*Bridge* WE are ready for transport to the planet. Could you transport us
out?

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
ACO: Good day, XO.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*ALL*: This is a special announcement to all command staff. Ens. Rikerson
has been moved from the tactical position to chief engineer.
Congratulations, Mr. Rikerson.

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
CEO: Congrats Peter

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: put us in a steady orbit around Mandalai

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::impressed::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
XO: ::turns to face XO:: Thank you, sir.

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::good for him <S>::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Aye Ma'am, in standard orbit.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: once in orbit, inform Hein that he has permission to beam down his
teams

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::ah, that should do it::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CEO: you deserve it. ::shakes his hand::

Bob_AGM:
THE GENEVA ORBITS THE PLANET MANDALAI IV

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
CMO: Gene, ready to beam your team down to the planet. Are you ready?

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::turns back to ENG station and starts to work on repairing the shields::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*FCO * Trish, we are ready

FCO_LtJg_Alexander (Sound - transporter.wav):
*CMO*: Beaming now.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
::Shimmers ::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
Computer: run a level 3 diagnostic on aft array 2, one parsec in 90 degree
units.

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
<Computer> Reif: working.......

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
CSO: Be sure to keep a lock on the AT.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@All AT: Okay we are supposed to be met by a Doctor Placid

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::sits down and starts going over the reports for that day::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
FCO: I have them, strong signal......

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::nods at the CSO:: Good let me know if anything usual happens.

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::in sickbay::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::looks over the report from the battle with the Pirates::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@<Doctor Placid > CMO: You have brought the supplies we need?

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE PIRATE SHIP DECLOAKS AND FIRES A QUICK VOLLEY AT THE GENEVA AND THEN
RECLOAKS

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::whoa::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: Shields!

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Doctor: The bulk of the supplies are still aboard the transports awaiting
instructions on where to beam them down

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Suggest you route weapons to my station Ma'am.

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::mixing chemicals::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::jerks to his right::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Shields are up and holding.

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
Computer: give me a readout on anomaly's plasma gas readings

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE SECOND FREIGHTER TAKES MULTIPLE HITS AND SPIRALS OUT OF ORBIT

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::rebalances himself::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: follow him and make sure you slave TAC to your station.

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
<Computer> Reif: heading 109 mark 4..........

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@<Doctor > CMO: Here are the co-ordinates for the supplies to be3 beamed
down to and quantities at each location

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Aye Ma'am, tactical to my station, following pirate ship.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*Hein*: we're going to have to leave you for a bit Hein. Hang in there.

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: I have their ion trail....following.....

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*ACO* Can you patch the data files to their transports?

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
XO : Sir, I suggest that we boost the shields and weapons.

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::engages engines following ion trail::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: They're coming around again heading 106 mark 17

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CEO: make it so.

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::hears the CSO and changes the Geneva's flight path to intercept::

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::working in sickbay::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: hmm they're zig zagging.

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE FREIGHTER STARTS TO DROP INTO THE PLANETS ATMOSPHERE

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::presses some buttons::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
:: activates tractor beam...::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Should I intercept or try to put a tractor beam on the freighter?

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: I have a lock on the freighter, should I engage?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: Tractor them

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::activates beam::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Aye Ma'am.

CSOLt_Deb_Reif (Sound - Tractor\@Beam.wav):

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::Waits for reply from ship ::

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE GENEVA MUST CHOOSE BETWEEN THE PIRATE SHIP AND THE FREIGHTER

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::sees the freighter being pulled away from the planet's surface::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::thinks "OK, I should bring this down to minimal, and . . this" ::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: is the tractor working?

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: They are out of the atmosphere, trying to place them in orbit, sir

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Should we open a channel to see if they can maintain orbit on their own?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: as soon as they are in orbit, go after those pirates.

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::mixing chemicals::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: yes. Open a channel.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@Doctor: WE have a small lab we would like to set up if you don't mind it
may help us in case of any trouble

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Aye hailing frequency open.

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: Sir, I have them 210 klicks above t he atmosphere now

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*Freighter*: Is your ship stable

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@<Doctor > CMO: But of course, we have a spare laboratory that you can use..
Can I show your people where to set it up?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
<Freighter Capt.>: we'll be OK. Thanks

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@DOctor : But of course

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: Sir, they keep coming around and then zig zag out.....

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: all right. Let's go after those pirates

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: work on a way to get that cloaking device disarmed.

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Shouldn't we let Heinlein know what is going on up here before we leave?

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::transfers readings to FCO console::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::plotting course towards the pirates, waiting on answer from XO::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: I've already informed him of our situation. He'll be fine.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
*ACO* Can you relay that data to the freighters so they can transport down
their loads?

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: out best bet is to fire at them and hope we hit them enough to uncloak
them, then we can fire at their shield generator.

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::Swears:: XO : Sir, life support is failing. I'm rerouting power to it

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: relay the medical data to the freighters so we can get going.

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Course plotted. Ready on your mark.

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::updating medical database::

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
@::checking system damages::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::presses a zillion buttons to get life support back::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::hits a few keys and codes data to freighter::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::Transmits ::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::transmits::

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
@::picks up coded data from Geneva::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: data delivered..

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
~~~~Gene, we are going after the pirates, keep in touch mentally~~~~~~~

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::Starts to organize teams to go to the various loci of aid ::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Trish, good hunting ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::Yes, all right:: XO : Sir, life support is back online and is getting
repaired.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: when we come within range, try to get their cloaking device. We need
to see them if we are going to defeat them.

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
<Freighter>XO: decode the data an prepare to move cargo if necessary

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: getting a power surge, I think their about to decloak.......::hmm a
rouse maybe??::

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE DAMAGED FREIGHTER IS STILL OUT OF CONTROL

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Aye, weapons are ready and program laid in.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::Watches as teams leave for the aid stations assigned to them ::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::sets program to approach the last position of pirate ship::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::readies weapons for wide spread photon fire::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: what is the status of the freighter?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: fire when ready

One_Eyed_Jack:
<COMM>Geneva: This is the Pirate Ship Scavenger, YOU will abandon your
attempts to protect these ripe cargo ships

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::Walks into the main Admin. / Aid / Hospital complex ::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::begins random firing pattern::

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::keeping sickbay in order::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: she's holding her own, but she is spiraling back. 8 minutes until she's
back in the atmosphere, sir

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Opening channel to pirate ship.

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$<Freighter> CO: we're still losing control .....

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::locks onto Comm signal::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::keeps everything under control::

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$<Freighter>Helm: get this thing under control!

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
FCO: <W> I have locked onto their bridge

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::The Geneva is moving on the program set for evasive action::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::sends FCO NAV lock on Comm signal::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*OEJ*: You will back down immediately.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@~~~~~~~~~~~~~Trish , one of the Cargo ships does not seem to be
transporting the
supplies~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
CSO: Feed the coordinates to my console and I will fire at the desired
location.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO&FCO: let's get back to the freighter and tractor them out again

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::opens fire on the coordinates from CSO::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::Thinks:: where are those Mandalai fighters when you need 'em

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::engages Tractor beam onto freighter:

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$<COM>*Geneva* we cannot transport supplies until we can
stabilize......please tell your team to hold on...

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: One moment Ma'am, lets see if this gets them.

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE SCAVENGER DECLOAKS AND FIRES AGAIN, AT NO PARTICULAR SHIP

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
~~~~Gene, we have some problems, the pirate ship is attacking and the
freighter is in danger, stand by~~~~~~

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::locks onto freighter, starts pulling it back, and partial stabilizes it::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::works with the other for a clinical picture of what is the cause of the
illness ::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: What are they firing @ now?

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::hum . . . . .hum . . . . . .hum::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::Pales:::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: they fired in between out two ships.......I don't know why

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Ma'am, I don't know, I think they are just trying to distract us.

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::updating medical database::

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE PLASMA PULSE SEEMS ON A DIRECT COURSE TOWARDS THE PLANET

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$<Freighter> CO: the Geneva seems to have been able to lock on their
tractor.....

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: I suggest we stay with the freighter and use our shields to protect her.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: intercept that plasma pulse immediately.

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: They don't have the fire power to really hurt us.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*Sky* In Case we loose that ship can you make a supply of simple syrup?

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$<Freighter>Helm: steady her; OPS- prepare to beam down the supplies as soon
as it's feasible

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: use the photon torpedoes

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: this whole area of space in being inundated with ion gas, it's getting
hard to localize the most recent trails....

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$CO: aye

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Aye Ma'am, firing photon torpedoes now.

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
*Heinlein, acknowledged will replicate*

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: fire @ will while we can still see them

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::sets weapons on random firing pattern::

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE PHOTONS IGNITE THE PLASMA PULSE INTO A RAGING FIREBALL

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::reroutes more power from the warp core to the tractor beam and shields,
partial covering the freighter::

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*Sky* Add Phosphorous and Salt to the mixture

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::helps with the power transfer::

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
*Heinlein* acknowledged, arranging molecular formula

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: That is one less thing to worry about.

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Should I contact the planet for fighter assistance?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
::sees the fireball burn up in the atmosphere::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: please do!

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$<Freighter> (helm) CO: we are steady now sir.....

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$<Freighter>(OPS) preparing to transport cargo....

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
<Comm>: Mandalai, we could use fighter help up here. Please respond.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::Starts an IV to supply a Dextrose solution to the worst of the ailing ::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
<Comm>Geneva: We hear you and 6 fighters are on the way. Acknowledge?

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::replicating syrup into standard sealed drums::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
<Comm>: Mandalai, acknowledge message. Thanks

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
FCO: well, at least they will have more targets to fire at <G>

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: We have 6 fighters on the way. ETA 5 minutes.

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::grins back at the CSO::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::continues repairs on the shields while trying to find a way to for the
shields to take no effect from the Pirates' weapons::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: great. Now that the freighter is stable, let's focus on the pirates

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::discovers that the atmosphere has slowly been drained of moisture over
centuries ::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::powers down to minimal beam::

One_Eyed_Jack:
<COMM> Mandalai Fighter: ah, finally, an adversary worth fighting

Mandalai_fighter:
*Gen* this is Lt. Awestin...we are on our way to your coordinates........

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: I really suggest we stay here Ma'am, every time we leave the freighter,
the pirate ship appears, and I am getting a sneaky suspicion
that there is more than one ship.

Mandalai_fighter:
$::heads toward coordinates::

Mandalai_fighter:
$::loads weapons::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: Hmmm...I agree. Let's let the fighters take care of the pirate ship

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*CSO* I have a puzzle for you. What would cause a loss of water to a
planet's Biosphere?

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
<Comm>: Fighter: Glad to hear you. We could use the help. Can you protect
the freighter while we go after the other ship?

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE SCAVENGER DECLOAKS AND FIRES ALL WEAPONS AT THE MANDALAI FIGHTERS

Mandalai_fighter:
$<Fighter>*Geneva* can do..... But............ what the hey........

One_Eyed_Jack:
TWO OF THE FIGHTERS INSTANTLY EXPLODE

Mandalai_fighter:
$::does evasive maneuvers ::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Got them. ::fires weapons on pirate ship::

Mandalai_fighter:
$::moves in around the Scavenger::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::hum, I don't think that will work::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: provide cover fire for the Mandalai

Mandalai_fighter:
$::fires on the Scavenger in fly by action::

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::pleased with replication process::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
*CMO* usually large quantities of CO2.... and Fluorine....it causes a break
down in the levels of ozone.

One_Eyed_Jack:
THEN THE PIRATE SHIP TURNS WEAPONS TOWARDS THE GENEVA

Mandalai_fighter:
$::continues circling and firing on the Scavenger::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: has the freighter's cargo been beamed aboard?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*CSO* None of those have been observed here though

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE SCAVANGER RECLOAKS WITH THE CAPTAIN LAUGHING LOUDLY

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: the cargo has been delivered.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: to the planet or here?

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::holding position to protect the freighter::

Mandalai_fighter:
$::maneuvers around to find Scavenger "gone"::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::maybe . . . . That will work::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: to the planet, sir. (?)

Mandalai_fighter:
$::heads back toward the Geneva:::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: good.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::::Working feverishly to help administer treatment to the patients in the
Complex ::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
<Says softly> Maybe that will work

One_Eyed_Jack:
THE PIRATE SHIP SCAVENGER LEAVES AFTER CAUSING MUCH MAYHEM, BUT LITTLE
SERIOUS DAMAGE

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
FCO: Uh, I have him on my screen...he's still uncloaked....

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
*Sky to Heinlein* replication complete

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Firing on ship now!!!

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*Pirate Ship*: The freighter's cargo is no longer there. You have no reason
to continue your attack on the freighter. I suggest you back
down.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*Sky* Transport it down here as well

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Ma'am, the pirate ship has gone to warp.

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
*Heinlein* we will need to lower shields and are currently in combat

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: let them go.

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::releases tractor beam, brings power levels back to normal::

Mandalai_fighter:
$<Fighter>*Geneva* it appears our friends have left.. Do you wish us to
continue to hang around until your mission is compete or should
we head back?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*Sky* Understood, as soon as you safely can then

Mandalai_Laison_Officer:
@Heinlein: You are doing an excellent job here, when do you think things
will be under control?

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::confirms the power levels

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: Can we spare some engineering personnel to beam over to help repair the
damage to the freighter?

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
<Fighter>: Keep us company for a while.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@MLO: I am more interested in how this event occurred. One patient, a
geophysicists, told me that your planet has been loosing
moisture for years

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*MF*: Thanks for your assistance.

Mandalai_fighter:
$<Fighter>*Geneva* anytime...

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: Comm the freighter with your proposal. If they accept, tell Rikerson
to beam a team over.

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
*Sky to bridge*, CMO Heinlein requests a medical transport when possible

Mandalai_Laison_Officer:
@Heinlein: that's true enough, we really don't know, except for the rapid
increases in global temperatures

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
<Comm> Freighter: We would like to send an engineering team over to help
repair your damage. Is this okay with you?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*Sky*: transport when ready.

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
Computer: Continue repairs.

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
*Acknowledged,*

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@MLO: Perhaps we might suggest a Science team come and evaluate the cause(s)
after the crisis is over ?

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$<Freighter>*Geneva*That would be most helpful.. Thank you

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::beams medical supply to Heinlein::

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
XO: the computer has evaluated the moisture loss and is downloading data to
science lab 1 to create some probes to reestablish the
ozone layers.

Mandalai_Laison_Officer:
@Heinlein: That would be an acceptable function

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
<Computer> CEO: Automatic repairs-mode on.

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
CEO: Send an engineering team aboard the freighter to help with repairs.

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
FCO: Aye, sir.

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
<Comm>Freighter: Help is assembling now. Let me know when you are ready for
transport.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: thanks. Make a copy of the report and give one to Hein.

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$<Freighter>*Geneva* ready anytime....

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
CSO: Is your team ready?

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@:::notes arrival of home made "Gatorade " ::: MLO ; This is an old
concoction , but it is highly effective to those who must work when
the body is likely to loose a large amount of fluid from work. I suggest we
pass this out to the persons who are caring for the others

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
*Hein* transmiting computer data on probes to reestablish ozone layer, but,
if the current levels of hydrocarbons persist, it won't take long
to dissipate it again.

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::taps communicator:: *Engineering* : Engineering, send a team to
transporter room 3.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@*CSO* Good news, indeed

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
@*Engineering* : Aye, sir.

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
*Heiny*: well, it's up to them, really.....

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@MLO: Here is data on how to reestablish your ozone layer

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
::waiting for team to get to TR# 3::

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
XO: XO, may I transport down with the engineering team?

Ens_Asst_Med_Sky:
::pulls out pipe and begins to smoke and sweep the floor::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CEO: yes. It is procedure for you to do so.

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
XO: Aye sir.

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
::turns toward turbo lift; doors open and he walks in:: Computer:
Transporter Room 3

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
FCO: We are ready for transportation. Energize when ready.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*CEO*: once on the freighter, assess the situation and send a report to me.

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@MLO": And we have a team coming down to help you get aquatinted with the
procedures

FCO_LtJg_Alexander (Sound - transporter.wav):
CEO: Transporting now

CEO_Ens_Rikerson:
*XO* : Aye, sir

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@::notes the shimmer ::

FCO_LtJg_Alexander:
XO: CEO is aboard the freighter now.

Mandalai_Laison_Officer:
@Heinlein: We thank you for all your assistance and look forward to working
towards restoring our planet

CMO_G_Heinlein:
@MLO: May I present Our Chief Engineer

Freighter_CO_Conrad:
$<Freighter>*Geneva* we have your people.. Thank you

CSOLt_Deb_Reif:
::checks transporter locks on AT::

Mandalai_Laison_Officer:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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